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For people beyond Tier 1 to be a part of the country’s financial growth, the financial industry will 
have to ensure a higher density of advisors across the country. The authors suggest that this can 
be done only if financial product manufacturers initiate collaborative partnerships to upskill, and 
enhance the product offering by the vast agent/distributor network rather than having dedicated 
channels that takes time and money to expand coverage. 

The BCG x AMFI 100 Trillion Report that was published in collaboration with AMFI, states that 
the Indian market of mutual funds has the potential to reach the ₹100 trillion AUM mark which is 
currently below 10%. Implementing these phases can increase the customer base from 20 million 
at present to at least 100 million, but this can be achieved only by expanding the first touchpoint 
network of MFDs by 5X and digitisation. 

As on date, estimates show that there are over 2mn insurance agents, 110,000 mutual fund 
distributors, and over 1mn agents for various other products, including credit. However, the key 
issues faced by manufacturers are that most of the agents are part timers and productivity is 
stagnant. A distributor/manufacturer sells only one product  (and sometimes a single manufacturer) 
and this is not a viable business for the entrepreneur given limited scope and low total revenue. 
This makes it imperative for such agents to move towards becoming multi-product distributors, i.e. 
IFPPs (Independent Financial Product Providers), upskilling and enabling themselves to be able to 
effectively cross-sell.

The authors state that incorporating the IFPP model would help a lot of the part-time and low 
productivity single product agents/distributors become economically viable as a business model. 
Providing agents with the requisite tools will make their overall experience holistic. 

One more method that has to be closely followed is in the recruiting, training and enabling new 
entrepreneurs. Providing a path to become an entrepreneur, with a viable alternative to a job for 
graduating students is also quite essential in this path.  

With the extremely low ratio of distributors to potential investors, the market remains highly 
under-penetrated. The report unfolding how combining tech distributors can help to unlock the 
next 100mn households not only un-locking socio-economic benefits for the country and enable 
financial inclusion. 60% of agents believe that leveraging digital tools can enable them to expand 
their reach wherein 90% of individuals are up for adopting digital platforms that can connect them 
with financial services. 

This report imbibes the idea of bringing financial inclusivity among Tier 1 and beyond areas. The 
report aims to touch base on the structure of the wealth management ecosystem and bring light on 
various aspects that interconnect: from digital percolation to tech enabled platforms and financial 
awareness as per the density of IFPPs scattered across the country.

They hope that this helps in aligning the vision to unlock the economy worth billions and the role of 
each stakeholder. The authors are looking forward to the spread of the wealth management industry 
into the next billion Indian investors and create more opportunities for financial entrepreneurs.

This report covers the potential of Tier 1 cities and beyond - to tap the large market created by the 
wave of financial inclusion (adoption of Aadhar, Direct benefit Transfer and JanDhan Bank accounts). 
It is estimated that 90% of households in India live in Tier 1 and beyond, and this report draws the 
roadmap to assist and offer them a wider financial choice of products and services.

The report highlights how digital percolation and economic rebound expectations have attracted 
tier 2 and 3 cities’ populations. At the same time, it acknowledges the long way for these isolated 
areas to play a more active part in the Indian economy. The authors have introduced Independent 
Financial Products Providers (IFPPs) model for penetrating investors from across tiers, speeding up 
financial inclusion, and driving sales growth of financial instruments. This model emphasizes the 
need to integrate technology and human touch and partnering of financial product manufacturers 
(e.g. AMCs and Insurance companies) with local bodies to  bridge the trust among new investors 
and bring them into the main street ecosystem.

An in-depth analysis has been provided in the investment structure and the gradual shift from 
physical assets such as gold and real estate and traditional tools such as FDs to mutual funds, 
direct equities, insurance products as well as loans. As per June 2020 RBI data, bank FDs form 
53% of the total household financial assets in the country and 13% in mutual funds. The narratives 
further discuss the challenging areas that need to be addressed. Even though the government and 
private entities run a plethora of initiatives, the country has experienced sub-par growth in financial 
adoption. This lack of financial awareness, which causes low adoption of financial instruments in tier 
2 and 3 cities, is a crucial area and addressing it is of paramount importance.

The report highlights the need and means for accelerating adaption of digital financial services, 
especially with the availability of smartphones and feature-rich mobile phones. As per the analysis 
done for this report, lack of trust in the source of advice and extensive documentation are a 
couple of reasons. Due to which individuals refrain from using DIY digital platforms. It is further 
exacerbated by the lack of access to trusted and regulated financial instruments – both for savings 
and credit. According to the BCG x AMFI 100 Trillion Report, for MFs, 85% of the investors beyond 
the Top 30 cities require an initial high touch to take them through the first steps. This goes beyond 
helping in the documentation process and is essentially the need to provide a human interface 
that acts as the bridge of trust. This ultimately means that the majority of investors, especially first 
time investors, do not prefer DIY technology as the first step for sensitive subjects like money and 
savings.  

To corroborate this, data analysed by the authors to understand the state-wise penetration for 
FY21, areas with higher MFDs had higher penetration of mutual funds and vice-versa. With mutual 
funds, the distributors are primarily responsible for its distribution and account for 80% of the total 
investments. It includes 58% from the T30 cities and 22% from the B30 cities. Direct investments 
account for a low 20%, comprising 16% from T30 and a mere 4% from B30 cities. The data shown 
clearly emphasizes the low penetration of DIY models and the importance of these independent 
advisors to help propel distribution and growth.    

The authors present a two-phase plan that helps underutilized and non-productive agents/
distributors become independent financial product providers (IFPPs) and thereby, creating a high-
touch model for multi-products and hence increase acquisition and lower CAC. 

Phase 1 emphasizes leveraging existing relationships by these agents to create a bridge of trust - as 
trusting an unknown and remote advice is quite difficult. The second phase includes adoption of AI 
to automate parts of the process once the trust is built in the initial phase.
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Everyone has their day, and if it is not their day yet, they should patiently wait. It holds true for Tier 
2 and Tier 3 investors in India, as we are finally seeing them orchestrating their financial potential to 
the world.

The economic boom and financial inclusion policies, which started from Aadhaar, have steadily 
been increasing the footprint of financial inclusion. This large base of investors, irrespective of the 
tier they belong to, is increasingly on the lookout for unveiling an economic transformation that 
will allow them to secure their future– through better usage of their savings–and lead their next 
generation into financial independence.

For a very long time, this large base, especially beyond Tier 1, has been plagued by low penetration 
of structured savings, with cash being the absolute king. But with changing times, wider internet 
availability, technological advancements, and educated youth, the concept of better financial 
management is finally finding ground.

Even after suffering from a sluggish FY20, we were expecting FY21 to be a rebound. It did, but not 
because of the factors we had initially hoped to have the most impact. D-Street reached record 
highs, and the benchmark indices gained over 70%, but the generated insights surprised everyone. 
The numbers showed a massive rise in new Demat account openings across Tier 2 and Tier 3 in the 
country.

It is not only equity markets that have received a massive influx 
from the tiers that were considered barren once, but even 
the mutual fund landscape has a similar picture to portray. A 
significant reason for this unprecedented surge has been the 
presence of entrepreneurs who have acted as the bridge to get 
first-time investors into the mainstream – away from cash, or 
worse, chit funds.

This white paper discusses the crucial role of independent 
financial entrepreneurs in penetrating investors from across 
tiers, speeding up financial inclusion, and driving sales growth 
of financial instruments. It further emphasizes the need to 
integrate these entrepreneurs into the mainstream ecosystem.

Financial inclusion is a socio-economic term that seeks to connect the underprivileged and the 
marginalized with the mainstream. It aims to provide financial literacy and banking, and other 
relevant services to elevate the rural economy from the barren.

India has always been an under-penetrated financial market, because of its fragmented features, 
especially its geography and needs. The country has had higher growth rates than most developed 
countries, but Tier 2 and Tier 3 have suffered because of limited access to banking, credit, and 
savings.

Reaching out to the NeXT billion –
augmenting financial inclusivity to 
supercharge India’s investment growth

The need for financial inclusion

Tier 1, has been plagued 
by low penetration of 
structured savings, with cash 
being the absolute king.
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The Economic Survey 2021 suggests that India is on the path of attaining a real GDP growth of 
11% in FY22, while the IMF also expects the country to be the fastest-growing economy. But it will 
only benefit people when the government tries to bring about financial inclusion. Over 90% of the 
households in India live in Tier 1 and beyond. It also has a growing number of first-time investors. 
But to ensure that they make meaningful contributions, the need of the hour is to educate them to 
structure their savings and understand their financial needs.

The following vital factors fuel financial inclusion:

Aadhaar adoption
When the government first announced Aadhaar, the initial adoption was slow. Over the years, it 
has gained massive traction, and today 95% of the people in the country have Aadhaar. The 2019 
State of Aadhaar Survey reported that 92% of people are satisfied with its inclusion. Also, around 
72% of the 2019 State of Aadhaar Survey respondents were happy about the added convenience of 
Aadhaar as a universal solution, but around half of them were worried about linking it to too many 
services.

Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) to Aadhaar-linked bank accounts
The first phase of lockdown in 2020 saw the government transferring over ₹ 36,659 crore using 
the DBT (Direct Benefit Transfer) in 16.01 crore beneficiaries’ bank accounts. The government also 
credited ₹ 500 to many Jan Dhan account holders for three months under the PM Garib Kalyan 
Yojna via the same infrastructure. 

It has enabled the government to utilize technology as a critical enabler and undertake direct 
transmission instead of leakage through subsidies. 

Since 2014, the year when DBT spread across the country, it has been able to reach 47 crore  
bank accounts and recorded a total transfer to the tune of ₹ 9 lakh crore.1.15 crore people got 
DBT in the year 2020. In addition, not only does it bode well for the beneficiaries, but the facility of 
direct transfers to Aadhaar-linked bank accounts has also helped the government save an estimated 
₹ 1.7 lakh crore through leakages in the chain till December 2019.

Jan Dhan bank accounts
The PM Modi government started the PMJDY under the National Mission for Financial Inclusion on 
28 August 2014. The primary idea behind it was to give access to basic banking facilities to every 
household, enabling them seamless access to credit, insurance, and pension. 

A Hindu Businessline report states that the total bank accounts under the initiative have crossed 42 
crore. The private sector has accounted for 1.25 crore, whereas the public sector banks have 33.23 
crore of them, and the rest, 7.52 crore, are with regional rural banks.

The growing base

The last decade, especially the change from subsidy to benefit, has had a positive impact. People 
have been able to open bank accounts and connect via the Digital India initiatives. However, there 
is still a long way ahead to access easy credit, banking, and regulated savings.

We need to understand that a lack of financial inclusivity leads to widening economic inequality in 
the country. It also gives rise to earnings disparity, which seeps down to the availability of several 
critical sectors. 

As per the RBI, states like Kerala, Karnataka, and Maharashtra have achieved high financial inclusion 
with the Index of Financial Inclusion (IFI) > 0.5, while some states fall in the medium category with 
the IFI ranging between 0.3 and 0.5. However, several states have reportedly suffered due to low 
financial inclusion.

Our forefathers had a general belief – that capital investments can only be gold or real estate. But 
both have lost their former glory in terms of returns, and the current generation is experiencing the 
rise of several technology-based investment modes.

Instruments like NFT (non-fungible token) and lease financing were unheard of, but the current 
generation is lucky to have a plethora of such options. The Indian Government must ensure that 
it makes the most of the opportunity available and introduces unique but viable financial products 
across Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities.

Increasing the share of financial products 
as an investing medium

Table 1: Total Individual Wealth in India in FY20

Image Source - Karvy Wealth Report 2020

As per Karvy’s India Wealth Report 2020, the total wealth held by Indians grew by 9.56% to  
₹ 465 lakh crore in FY20. If we compare YoY with FY19, the physical assets saw a 20.45% spike to 
₹ 202.28 lakh crore, but the proportion of financial assets grew by 2.44% to ₹ 262.91 lakh crore 
only. It shows that people still rely on gold, which grew at a stunning rate of 35.28%. However, 
financial awareness is still lacking.

CATEGORY FY20 Amount
(` Crore)

FY19 Amount
(` Crore)

Y-O-Y % 
Change

Proportion 
FY20 %

Proportion 
FY19 %

Financial Assets 2.62 2.56 2.44% 56.52% 60.45%

Physical Assets 2.02 1.67 20.45% 43.45% 39.55%

TOTAL 4.65 4.24 9.56% 100.00% 100.00%

Total wealth held 
by Indians grew by 

9.56% to
₹ 465 lakh crore

in FY20
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The NeXT billion awakens
In FY20, CSDL (Central Depository Services Ltd) and NSDL (National Securities Depository Limited) 
added over 1.22 crore new accounts, taking the total tally of Demat accounts to over five crores.

Working from home, looking for an alternate income medium, and a growing young population 
in Tier 2 and Tier 3 have contributed to the vertical growth in the stock market. The well-known 
brand, Sharekhan, reported 77% of its new account holders are below 40 years.

A few years back, it was difficult to find people who could accurately explain the trickery of financial 
instruments. But with the internet becoming cheap and widely available, it has led to a manifold 
surge in easily accessible online content. It has led to a rise in people willing to spend their money 
elsewhere, other than gold and real estate.

Brands like Zerodha and Upstox have provided a clutter-free platform where individuals can invest 
based on their knowledge. Most individuals who are ignorant of how financial instruments operate 
put immense faith in people they trust – who can take them through the initial first steps.

With 4G and the high penetration of both smartphones and feature-rich mobile phones, digital 
adoption has been very high. Further, with initiatives like BharatNet, the government is trying to 
modernize the rural parts of the country. 

However, the use of technology for savings and investments is still extremely low and lacks 
penetration. Even after so many years, people are still reluctant to try digital payments, and the shift 
to an online model shows an attitude problem that will take time to die.

We attribute low adoption of a digital financial interface to:
● Low financial awareness 
● Lack of trust in the source of advice
● High documentation requirements for first-time investors
● Needing discipline in their savings habits

Even when hundreds use digital technologies securely, the news of people losing their money 
because of online fraud spreads like wildfire and deters people from trying it themselves. 

It is further exacerbated by the lack of access to regulated financial instruments – both for savings 
and credit. 

According to the BCG report, 85% of the investors beyond the Top 30 cities require an initial high 
touch to take them through the first steps. It goes beyond helping in the documentation process to 
providing a human interface that acts as their bridge of trust. 

After the initial phase, digital adoption can happen extremely fast – with a human interface required 
to handhold through initial communication, execution, and monitoring. Any extension of the 
financial services (e.g. health insurance) can be done through the same channel that has crossed the 
trust hurdle. 

A high-touch model refers to utilizing communication abilities to ensure that the customers place 
their trust and partnership with a company/individual/product. Here, the process initiates as soon as 
the onboarding process begins. It includes walk-through plans, providing elaborate documentation, 
videos, and help guides to the clients. It also includes an expert consultant for support and personal 
touch.

Reasons the financial services landscape requires a High-Touch Model: 

● The new-age customers that will propel the growth have low financial awareness. Therefore, 
they need guidance throughout the process to ensure that they understand the investment 
better.

● People with low financial awareness look to communicate with an expert constantly. It enables 
them to trust the source of advice.

● First-time investors require elaborate documentation, as most new investors are not 
comfortable with a low-touch model.

● For Tier 2 and Tier 3 people to invest, they will first need to inculcate the habit of investing. A 
high-touch model will help bring awareness and clarity and encourage individuals to invest more.

Challenges hindering faster financial 
inclusion in India

The need for a High-Touch 
Model in the Initial phase
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Even though the lack of penetration of mutual funds was because of the low-interest factor (initial 
assumption), when we looked into the MFD and IFA distribution, it presented a different picture.

If we look into the state-wise penetration for FY21, areas with higher MFDs/IFAs had higher 
penetration of mutual funds. Similarly, areas with barely any density of advisors did not have too 
many people investing in mutual funds.

With mutual funds, the distributors are 
primarily responsible for its distribution 
and account for 80% of the total 
investments. It includes 58% from 
the T30 cities and 22% from the B30 
cities. The rest is a direct investment – 
20%, comprising 16% from T30 and a 
mere 4% from B30 cities.

The trend is similar for other 
investments, such as ETFs, FoFs, and 
Equity-oriented Schemes.

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

Image Source - www.amfiindia.com/themes/theme1/downloads/home/individual-investor.pdf

State Wise Penetration  March 2021

Less Than 7,830
7,830 - 18,730
18,780 - 47,320
47,320 - 82,740
82,740 - 153,910

District Level Density of Registered
IFA / MFD s

Shade denotes density
Source: Finto primary

A direct correlation exists between the distribution of 
MF, AUM, and independent financial advisors (IFA)/MFDs

B30 - Direct B30 - Distributors T30 - Direct T30 - Distributors

58%16%22%4%

If we merge both the data streams, it clearly emphasizes the importance of these independent 
advisors and how they can help propel distribution and growth.  

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

Deeper penetration has resulted in a change in the share of assets. The B15 cities accounted for 
20% of the total assets in March 2015. The share has gone up to 25% at the end of March 2018. 
The AUM in B15 cities grew at 34% CAGR, which is significantly higher than the 21% CAGR 
delivered by the T15 cities for the same period.

Unraveling the potential of individual 
agents and distributors  to supercharge 
India’s growth and augment financial 
inclusivity

36%48%5%11%61%12%24%3%

B30 - Direct

Equity-oriented
Schemes

ETFs & FoFs

B30 - Distributors T30 - Direct T30 - Distributors

T15

80%20%

75%25%

B15

Mar’15

Mar’18

21%34%

 Handholding required to educate & guide investors

http://www.amfiindia.com/themes/theme1/downloads/home/individual-investor.pdf
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In the last few decades, we have seen several entrepreneurs taking the responsibility of distributing 
financial products to Tier 2 and Tier 3 customers.

As of date, we estimate that there are over 20 lakh insurance agents, 60,000 mutual fund 
distributors, and other 10 lakh agents for credit products. These are the official numbers. But for the 
industry to flourish, there are two key issues:

● High agent churn (because most of them take it up on a part-time basis) &
● Stagnant productivity (connected to the first point)

A distributor selling a single product is not viable as a long-term business in the long-term 
perspective. Not only it restricts the revenue, but there are other crucial issues too -

● Dependency on a single product for revenue
● Limited scope for growth
● Margins are shrinking 
● The cost of setting up a physical distributorship is too high for a small business size

Add to that, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suffer from limited wallet size that acts as a significant constraint for 
the market, halting its growth. Most agents prefer physical documentation with infrastructure still 
being outdated, which stretches the time involved in the process.

These points are seeing an improvement as Rural India prepares itself for a reinvented agency 
distribution process.

The role of independent distribution 
base in propelling Indian Tier 2 and Tier 3 
towards financial inclusion

Evolution through digitization
Given the issues with a single-product distributorship, it has 
become imperative for advisors to shed their insecurities and move 
towards becoming IFPPs (Independent Financial Product Providers). 

It will require the distributors and agents to come together and help 
each other. The shift from selling a product from a manufacturer 
and from multiple manufacturers, for agents and distributors, 
respectively, to indeed undertaking a host of products from several 
manufacturers will enable them to make it a more viable approach. 

Incorporating the IFPP model would help a lot of standalone 
advisors embark on a full-time financial distributor journey that 
would be more economically viable for them as a business model. 
It will also pave the way for them to digitize deliveries, offer micro-
advisory services via AI, and increase their outreach capabilities by 
upskilling.

The pandemic has been an eye-opener for a lot of people and has helped them undertake the 
digital route with improved conviction. But it can only be a success when we look to improve the 
overall agent experience by making it holistic and providing them with the requisite tools. It would 
not only help them improve their efficiency and effectiveness, but the influx of a broader set of 
solutions will help them provide improved value to their customers. 

Here are some stats to prove that the individual agents are now ready to take the next step - 

● 60% of agents believe digital trends will materially impact the sales process 
● 60% of agents believe that there are gaps in the digital tools available with them, hampering 

their growth
● 70% of these individuals are interested in trying the modern sales tools
● 90% of these individuals are willing to use these digital tools to improve their digital outreach.

The digital growth would enable the creation of the modern store - a new-age solution capable of 
providing the high touch and also imbibe the benefits of being an IFA.

Here is how a sustainable IFPP plan can look like for the next billion -
If we look at the slide, the first step explains itself - the need for creating IFPPs by upskilling and 
training current IFAs. It will require constant support and providing them with the requisite tools to 
remodel themselves. 

The next step would be to streamline their approach and help them increase outreach. It will also 
involve inculcating sales support tools to help them automate and reduce back-office time.

Once the process is sorted, the IFPP offers micro-advisory services. They use AI to improve and 
automate the process. It would help them utilize data mining techniques to identify the right 
opportunities and curate an assortment of products more likely to sell.

Segment ready for digitization

The role of IFPPs in addressing the  
next billion

● Upskill and Train
● Equip
● Support initial
 period of set up

Create IFPP Increase Outreach Digitise Client Cross-sell for SoW

NeXT Billion

● Increase Outreach
● Reduce Back-
 office time
● Sales support
 tools

● Enhance
 engagement
 through Micro-
 Advisory

● Data mining for
 identifying
 opportunities
● Service more
 needs
● Increase products
 offered

Image Source - www.fintso.com

https://www.fintso.com/
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Digitizing the Next Billion – the Next phase
As of now, it is evident that unless we revamp the process and make it more sustainable, the agents 
are going to find it hard to continue. So here is a two-phase plan that would help the nation utilize 
independent financial product providers (IFPPs) to create a high-touch model to increase acquisition 
and lower CAC –

Growing the customer base involves doing things differently

If we look at the slide, the first step explains itself - the need for creating IFPPs by upskilling and 
training current IFAs. It will require constant support and providing them with the requisite tools to 
remodel themselves. 

The next step would be to streamline their approach and help them increase outreach. It will also 
involve inculcating sales support tools to help them automate and reduce back-office time.

Once the process is sorted, the IFPP offers micro-advisory services. They use AI to improve and 
automate the process. It would help them utilize data mining techniques to identify the right 
opportunities and curate an assortment of products more likely to sell.

Phase I
First-time investors in rural India have always resorted to cash. So it would take time for them to 
embark on their digital journey and trust someone’s remote advice. It would require leveraging 
existing relationships and creating a bridge of trust.

Phase II
The second phase would require adding AI into the mix and automating some parts of the 
management. It will also require shifting to the digital mode for advisory, execution, and monitoring.

● Auto-Management
● Connect Directly with
 clientLeverage existing

relationships

Getting First-time
Investors to start
investing and trusting
digital advise

White label
communication
to retain
“bridge of trust”

Engaging the Client through
digital touch
Advisory, Execution and
monitoring directly to Investor

Familiarity Adoption

Act on theBridge-of
Trust
Handhold

On Boarding
Cross Selling

Digital 
Adoption
by Client

Handover

Phase IIPhase I

Data Analytics and
AI to run client level
advisory

IFPP

Metro T1 T2 T3 T4 Rest of
India

-1,000

-1,500

-3,000

4,300

437

233

T15 average

India average

B15 average

-6,000
6,000

4,000

2,000

0

+300%

-100-200

In collaboration with AMFI, the BCG report states that the current Indian market penetration of 
mutual funds is below 10% even though the country has the potential to reach the ₹ 100 trillion 
AUM mark. Massive revamping and the following contributions can lead to the desired numbers:

● Equity contribution rising from 45% today to over 50% of AUM;
● A manifold increase in customer base from 2 crore today to at least 10 crore;
● Supercharging and building a dependable distribution partner with at least 4 lakh new 

contributors.

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

Financial inclusion is a significant 
enabler for mutual funds to cross 
100 trillion AUM. India will have 
to add a minimum of around eight 
crore investors to cross that number 
successfully. At present, the numbers 
primarily come from retail and Tier 1.

In the current scenario, the T1 cities 
have 4,300 ARNs for every 10 lakh 
household. The B15 cities only have 
230 ARNs for the same number of 
houses. For people beyond Tier1 to be 
a part of the country’s financial growth, 
the regulatory bodies will have to 
ensure a higher density of ARNs across 
the country.

Distribution outreach is the way to unlocking 
outreach to the next 100 mn households

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

3

2

1

Income range (Rs. Lakhs)

50+
20.0-50.0
10.0-20.0

5.0-10.0

3.0-5.0

< 3 lac

MF penetration >75% 50-75% 25-30% <25%

Metro T1 T2 T3 T4 Rest of India

20% 13% 61%

1

2

3

Increase Distribution

Inclusion through Simplification

Increase SoW

 Process
 Products

 More products
 More services

City Tier Definition by Population Metros > 4mn; Tier 1 < 4 mn and > 1mn; Tier 2 > 0.5 mn and < 1 mn;  
Tier 3 > 0.1 mn and < 0.5 mn; Tier 4 < 0.1 mn and > 0.01 mn
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If India wants financial products to be a thing of the masses, it will have to start from the basics – 
make things easy to understand. A Chartered Accountant will understand ETFs, but a graduate in 
Arts probably won’t.

The low financial awareness calls for 
simplification

Benefits to Manufacturers

Also, with most people lacking knowledge of mutual funds and other financial products, there is 
an acute need for the physical presence of experts across the country. One way of sufficing the 
shortage is to push AMCs to partner locally or open new branches in Tier 2 and beyond. It will also 
need the mutual fund owners to be creative and leverage their existing resources to expand their 
services.

However, this alone cannot help reach the milestone. Expansions such as these will require 
networking and tapping the potential of the IFAs and MFDs to augment local presence. It will help 
in building customer awareness and rake in new investors with higher financial awareness.

If we talk about mutual funds, we have debt 
funds, equity funds, hybrid funds, funds of 
funds, blue-chip funds, and a total of over 
100 offerings. There are a plethora of other 
factors contributing to its performance. Add 
to that the need for KYC and multi-level 
verification, a layman will barely think of 
switching, let alone trying. 
 
So, it is time for AMCs and the mutual 
fund regulators to come up with innovative 
products that are simple to comprehend. It 
will not only bring in more investors, but it 
will also help them stay invested even when 
they see a dip in funds’ performance. 

If the players want to unlock the true 
potential of the Indian middle class, they will 
have to give up the jargon and come up with 
offerings easily understood by the layman. It 
will also require the government to focus on 
finding ways to encourage individuals to take 
up IFA and MFD as their full-time profession.

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

IFPPs will play a crucial role in streamlining and augmenting the financial inclusion process:
● Multiple products will enable them to cater to investors with different risk propensity.
● The increased geographical footprint for financial products.
● Reach more customers and impart the correct knowledge about the offerings.
● Mitigate risk and push the investors to become financially agile.
● These providers can act as 24*7 support for all the potential investors around them.
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If India wants to tap into the Next Billion, it would require a deeper insight into their behavior 
patterns (spending habits and geographical characteristics). With the help of IFPPs, it would be 
easier to reach deeper into the country and provide more stability to IFAs’ business structure. But 
for that to happen, it will require all the parties involved to come together and forge a plan.

Mutual funds have had a history of growth in the last few years, but analysts at Citi Research 
believe that there still exists a massive potential for an immense structural shift in the country.

The COVID-ravaged year ‘2020’ saw Indians adding 72 lakh folios. It was primarily because of 
higher disposable incomes in the hands of the individuals. The number of folios with the top 45 
AMCs grew to ₹ 9.43 crore at the end of December 2020 compared to ₹ 8.71 crore during the 
same time last year.

Even though the numbers do not look as bad, you get to see the accurate picture when you delve 
deeper. The current AUM/GDP ratio stands at 12% for India, whereas the global average is 60%.

It is effectively helping the entire ecosystem bring down outreach costs – both with regards to time 
and money.

Technology can play a massive role in IFPPs and their penetration abilities.

Mutual fund investments have a lot of scope 
for improvement and so do MFDs
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If we consider that an individual holds an average of 2-3 folios, only 3-5 crore investors are 
investing in mutual funds. If we calculate its share as a percentage of the total population, there is a 
lot of potential hidden waiting to be unearthed.

If analysts are to be believed, the numbers present a bright future for the instrument in the country. 
Several countries like the USA and South Africa have seen double the growth in the last decade 
once they touch 10-12% AUM/GDP ratio.

Several AMCs and NSEs have decided to come together and widen the reach of mutual funds to 
propel growth. They have announced a roadmap seeking to add 50,000 new MFDs (mutual fund 
distributors) in the next three years to add to the tally of around 60,000 today. They have recently 
initiated the campaign by launching a new skilling platform, ‘ExpertMFD,’ that facilitates individuals 
looking for a career in mutual fund distribution.

The chart presents almost a 100% increase in 
the B15 regions’ contribution to mutual funds 
AUM for the year ended FY 2019 compared to 
FY 2013.

With only one IFA for every 16,200 potential 
investors, the market remains highly under-
penetrated. It also displays a low interest in 
the investing sector. To make the investment 
market more attractive, financial mediators 
must increase awareness regarding the benefits 
of mutual funds. In India, banks, post offices, 
advisors, and independent distributors can act 
as the bridge of trust and augment mutual fund 
acceptance across tiers.

Image Source - BCG x AMFI 100 trillion Report

Image Source - Redefining Distribution: Converge, Digitize and Achieve - December 2017 - Deloitte / CII 
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-25%
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Mutual Funds
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MF Penetration in all Households

CURRENT MF PENETRATION ACROSS HOUSEHOLDS BY INCOME AND CITY TIER2

% of total
HHs

Metro T1 T2 T3 T4 Rest of India

MF penetration >75% 50-75% 25-30% <25%

23% 11%

-7%

66%

City -tier2

Income range (Rs. Lakhs)

Source: BCG CCI database, AMFI, Industry discussions, BCG Analysis.
Note: Factor of 1.3 investors per household assumed to translate current Investor base of 2 Cr to & if Investing Households
*City Tier Definition by Population Metros > 4mn; Tier 1 < 4 mn and > 1mn; Tier 2 > 0.5 mn and < 1 mn, Tier 3 > 0.1 mn and < 0.5 mn; Tier 4 < 0.1 mn
Image Source: BCG x AMFI 100 Trillion Report
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FINTSO is a new-age financial solution looking to act as the bridge for the finance world. Here is 
how it is looking to augment the growth of IFPPs in the country -

In addition, we have introduced the FINTSO IFPP Accelerator Program that is focused on providing 
training to new businesses. We offer them revenue support for up to 6 months that would help 
them establish their identity without worrying about inflows. 

We are also leveraging their potential by providing them with a Full Stack solution to help them 
undertake outreach. In addition, every business gets thorough training pertaining to financial 
products and how they can amplify their sales.

The road is already laid for the next set of investors to be from Tier 2 and Tier 3, and it would help 
unlock the 100 trillion AUM and many more financial goals in record time. A bottom-up approach 
and a robust partnership with unorganized financial advisors would pave the way for a faster 
adoption at the grassroots level.

1. 10 Disruptive trends in wealth management (Deloitte report)
2. Tier 2-3 cities will drive the next wave of retail growth: Kearney India report (HBL)
3. How Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities are set to lead the FinTech space in the next 5 years (Economic 

Times)
4. UNIQU E IDENT IF ICAT ION AUTHOR ITY OF INDIA Annual Report (UIDAI)
5. Unlocking the ₹ 100 Trillion Opportunity (BCG Report)
6. Why it makes sense for Indian retail to go tier 2/3/4 (Retail 4 Growth)
7. Fresh breed of investors aged 30-40 years from Tier 2 and 3 cities queue up to enter D-Street 

in FY22: Experts (Moneycontrol)
8. How people of Tier 2, Tier 3 cities can invest in stocks, mutual funds (ZEE Business)
9. India Wealth Report (Karvy)
10. Summary of Economic Survey-2020-21 (Press information Bureau)

Fintso is a full-stack wealthtech platform focused on giving access to retail investors, especially the NeXT 
Billion, by enabling Independent Financial Product Providers (IFPPs) with access to financial products, digital 
execution, and robo-advisory support. Fintso helps enhance their practice by providing multi-product access, 
digitising execution, automating operations, and increasing client engagement through app and reporting. 
Fintso’s communication is white-labelled, allowing the IFPP to continue in his role as the bridge-of-trust. 
Extensive automation and use of AI and Machine Learning by Fintso assist the IFPPs with insights, research, 
recommendations, and model portfolios.

The FINTSO Solution for IFPP

Reference Links
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